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Experience in office management, customer service, retail and corrections. 
Seeking an office position at this time but am open minded. Seeking a position 
that challenges me to utilize the skills and education I have acquired. Capable of 
multitasking, managing details, prioritizing and follow up.

OCTOBER 2013 – 2021
ECOMMERCE COORDINATOR - BEALLS INC

 Managed over 5,000 products on BeallsFlorida.com equating to $40 million in 
inventory.

 Uploaded all in-store assortment online via physical samples or vendor images 
Maintaining Style Editor and available reports Lifecycle, Product Availability etc 
Managing the merchandising of the products (pictures, descriptions, prices, 
availability, markdowns, etc.), throughout the products lifecycle.

 Answered customer online questions regarding fabrications, traits, dimensions 
etc Working with merchandising team to develop &amp; implementing online 
marketing strategies to increase sales and maintaining the division ecommerce 
promotional calendar.

 Worked with the merchandising team in contacting vendors for co-op funding 
and digital media needed for any online marketing and setting up brand pages 
Working with the Social Media Manager to promote brand awareness on social 
networks (Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, Tumbler, Twitter, etc.).

 Worked with the merchandising and planning teams to maintain skus within the 
Central Fulfillment Center and make recommendations to achieve achieve set 
plans Coordinating the management &amp; update of the sites contents 
products, pricing, &amp; landing pages Coordinating online promotions and 
campaigns and ensuring the visibility of brands in conjunction with the 
ecommerce team.

 Managed the merchandising of the products to maintain the flow of samples 
&amp; images being turned over to ecommerce on a consistent basis.

 Successful setup of online promotions and marketing of major events resulting 
in increase in sales.

2009 – 2013
ECOMMERCE COORDINATOR - DELTA CORPORATION

 Brought on for the holiday season to help improve the companys Amazon.com 
storefront.

 Started out ensuring inventory accuracy, and eventually become responsible for
the storefront itself, with the exception of customer service .

 An average day included order and return processing, forecasting seasonal 
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styles, ensuring availability and inventory accuracy, and looking through .
 Maintain product catalog and promotions weekly Responsible for product and 

sample pulls Monitor and verify with vendors that samples have been sent .
 Responsible for online content including home page, categories, sub-categories,

product pages, promotions and information pages for outdoor furniture .
 Coordinated with buyers, warehouse and outside photo studio to ensure 

completed production, 100% on time and within budget Controlled digital 
images .

 Supported two eCommerce Managers with invoicing and administrative details -
Generated reports to distribute to Marketing team for individual hotel .

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Science

SKILLS

Google Analytics, E-Commerce, Email Marketing, Digital Strategy, Digital Marketing.
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